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Abstract

In this paper, we put forth the view that the potential for urbanisation economies increases
with interaction opportunities. On the basis of that premise, three properties are key to an
agglomeration index, which should: (i) increase with the concentration of population and
conform to the Pigou-Dalton transfer principle; (ii) increase with the absolute size of
constituent population interaction zones; and (iii) be consistent in aggregation. Confining our
attention to pairwise interactions, and invoking the space-analytic foundations of local labour
market area (LLMA) delineation, we develop an index of agglomeration based on the number
of interaction opportunities per capita in a geographical area. This leads to Arriaga’s mean
city-population size, which is the mathematical expectation of the size of the LLMA in which a
randomly chosen individual lives. The index has other important properties. It does not require
an arbitrary population threshold to separate urban from non-urban areas. It adapts readily to
situations where an LLMA lies partly outside the geographical area for which agglomeration is
measured. Finally, it can be satisfactorily approximated when data are truncated or
aggregated into size classes. We apply the index to the Spanish NUTS III regions, and
evaluate its performance by examining its correlation with the location quotients of several
knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) known to be highly sensitive to urbanisation
economies. The Arriaga index correlations are clearly stronger than those of either the
classical degree of urbanisation or the Hirshman-Herfindahl concentration index.
Keywords: urban and regional economics, urbanisation, agglomeration economies, indexes
and Spain.
JEL Classification: R11, R12.

Resumen

La relevancia de las economías de aglomeración tipo urbanización sobre múltiples variables
y/o dinámicas económicas se encuentra ampliamente documentada en la literatura. Sin
embargo, es difícil ofrecer una medida sintética del nivel de aglomeración urbana que alcanza
un territorio. En este trabajo se propone un índice de aglomeración que cumple tres
propiedades fundamentales: i) aumentar en función de la concentración de la población y
cumplir el principio de transferencia de Pigou-Dalton; ii) aumentar con el tamaño absoluto del
territorio donde se producen interacciones de la población, y iii) ser consistente en la
agregación. Se desarrolla un índice de aglomeración en función del número de
oportunidades de interacción por habitante en un área geográfica, que considera las
interacciones de pares y la delineación espacial de mercados de trabajo locales (LLMA, por
sus siglas en inglés). La medida es la esperanza matemática del tamaño del LLMA donde
vive un individuo aleatorio y se asemeja a la propuesta de Arriaga (1970, 1975).
Adicionalmente, el índice posee varias características importantes. No requiere un umbral de
población arbitraria para separar urbano de no urbano. Se puede adaptar a los casos en los
que un LLMA radica en parte fuera de la zona geográfica para la que se mide la
aglomeración. Finalmente, se puede aproximar de forma adecuada cuando hay datos
truncados o con una elevada agregación. Para evaluar el funcionamiento del índice, se
examina su correlación con los coeficientes de localización de las actividades de servicios a
empresas intensivos en conocimiento, de las provincias españolas. Las correlaciones son
claramente más elevadas que las obtenidas con el índice clásico de urbanización o el índice
de concentración de Hirschman-Herfindahl.
Palabras clave: economía urbana, economías de aglomeración, índices.
Códigos JEL: R11, R12.

1

Introduction

Typically, the relationship between development and urbanization is illustrated with a graph
plotting the degree of urbanization (fraction of population living in an urban area) against GDP
per capita or its rate of growth. This is true of international comparisons (Henderson, 2003, p.
281; Annez and Buckley, 2009, Annex 2), as well as regions (Crédit Suisse, 2012, p. 16; Zhu
et al., 2012, Fig. 2). Urban concentration has also been the subject of much attention in
relation to economic development. Indeed, about the urbanization process that occurs with
development, Henderson (2003b) writes: “There are two key aspects to the process. One is
urbanization itself and the other is urban concentration [...]”. Brülhart and Sbergami (2009)
also measure agglomeration alternatively through urbanization shares and through indices of
spatial concentration. In this paper, we develop a measure which combines both aspects.
Specifically, the issue we address is how to measure urbanization, using readily
available data, in a way that reflects the potential for agglomeration economies of the
urbanization type. Our approach is founded on the view that agglomeration provides
opportunities for interactions between economic agents, a key mechanism by which
urbanization economies are generated. Our measure will therefore be closely related to the
view of an “urban area” as an integrated market. And as it turns out, we “rediscover” an index
originally proposed by demographer Eduardo Arriaga (1970, 1975) as a measure of
urbanization. That index possesses three properties that are fundamental for a measure of
agglomeration: (i) it increases with the concentration of population and conforms to the PigouDalton transfer principle; (ii) it increases with the absolute size of constituent population
interaction zones; and (iii) it is consistent in aggregation. The index has other important
properties: it does not require an arbitrary population threshold to separate urban from nonurban areas; it is easily adapted to situations where an population zone lies partly outside the
geographical area for which agglomeration is measured (boundary problem); and it can be
satisfactorily approximated when data is truncated or aggregated into size-classes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a view of
urbanization economies resulting from opportunities for interaction. Ensue the three
fundamental properties that an agglomeration index should possess. Concentration
measures, in particular, fail to meet these conditions, but Arriaga’s index does. The next
section develops Arriaga’s index from our theoretical view of agglomeration and discusses its
properties. Then the index is computed for the Spanish NUTS III regions, and its performance
is compared to that of the degree of urbanization and the Hirshman-Herfindahl concentration
index. A concluding section completes the paper.
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2

Measuring urban agglomeration as opportunities for interaction

A taylor, a physician and a sports coach all take measurements of the human body. But for
different purposes, they use different measures. How should we measure agglomeration for
the purpose of examining the potential for agglomeration economies of the urbanization type
(urbanization economies, for short)? To answer that question, we need to have a theory, a
model, or at least a general view of how urbanization economies arise.
The concept of Agglomeration economies, first proposed by Weber (1909), is central
in regional and urban economics. Ohlin (1933), Hoover (1937) and Isard (1956) clarify the idea
and distinguish different types of agglomeration economies: (i) large-scale economies, (ii)
localization economies and (iii) urbanization economies. Here we are concerned with
urbanization economies, and more specifically with urbanization economies insofar as they
are the result of interaction between economic agents. The concentration of population in an
urban area multiplies opportunities for interaction; the greater the number of possible
interactions, the greater the potential for urbanization economies, as proximity encourages
formal and informal exchanges of ideas which nourish innovation and contribute to the
diffusion of knowledge (knowledge spillovers). Consequently, the measure we are looking for
is a measure of opportunities for interaction. This aspect of urbanization economies has been
examined by Glaeser et al. (1992) in relation to city growth. The authors compare the
evolution of employment in individual industries across cities, to confront the predictions of
competing views of how knowledge spillovers stimulate growth (specialization vs. diversity;
competition vs. monopoly and the internalization of externalities). In this paper, however, we
deal with a different issue, namely, measuring opportunities for interaction in a geographical
area (region, group of regions, country) that may comprise several cities, or a single city, or
even none at all (a region of villages, for example).
Now, in the abstract, restricting our attention to interaction between pairs of
individuals, the number of possible pairs in a group increases as the square of the number of
individuals 1. Not all links, however, are equally probable: distance (physical or social) may
impede communication, and congestion may interfere with exchanges. But, practically
speaking, it is impossible to weigh all pairs according to distance and congestion factors. Yet
these can be taken into account indirectly, using labor mobility as an indicator of whether
interactions are likely or not.
Local labor market areas (LLMAs) are delineated on the basis of labor mobility, so
they are well-suited as basic territorial units for examining interaction-based urbanization
economies. Labor mobility is also a key criterion used by statistical agencies to circumscribe
metropolitan or urban areas. Consequently, an LLMA cannot in principle comprise only part of
a metropolitan or urban area. LLMAs may (and do) however transcend municipal boundaries
and include several population nuclei, as do metropolitan areas. But, contrary to metropolitan
and urban areas, the set of LLMAs covers the whole territory, not just the main urban areas (it
is a partition of the territory). It follows that any area that would not be comprised in any
metropolitan or urban area is nonetheless included in some LLMA; so LLMAs containing
metropolitan areas may also contain some additional areas. And, of course, not all LLMAs are

1. The number of distinct pairs in a group of n individuals is equal to n (n–1)/2. If n is sufficiently large, this can be
approximated by n2 / 2. More generally, combinatorics shows that the number of interactions involving two persons or
more increases more than proportionately with the size of the group.
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metropolitan areas or even urban areas. The delineation of LLMAs has been implemented in
several countries 2. The partitioning of geographic space into LLMAs is an exercise in the
spatial analysis of commuting patterns, in order to “define geographical units where the
majority of the interaction between workers seeking jobs and employers recruiting labour
occurs (i.e. to define boundaries across which relatively few people travel between home and
work)” (Casado-Díaz, 2000). LLMAs may transcend administrative boundaries and include
several population nuclei.
Now, population is often used as an indicator of potential urbanization economies for
a metropolitan area. In such case, when the focus is on opportunities for interaction, the
implicit simplifying assumption is made that the interactions which matter are the ones taking
place within the limits of the metropolitan area. The same simplifying assumption can be
made regarding LLMAs to estimate the number of interaction opportunities in each LLMA.
And since LLMAs define a partition of geographic space, including zones that would be
classified as non-urban, it becomes possible to estimate the number of interaction
opportunities for a region by aggregating the number of interaction opportunities in the
LLMAs that constitute the region, following the procedure detailed below. Finally, to relate the
number of interaction opportunities to productivity (output per unit of input), it must be divided
by population. By computing interaction opportunities at the LLMA level before aggregating,
we use the labor mobility criterion which defines LLMAs to determine which interactions are
likely or not. This is how we implicitly take into account distance decay 3.
What does this interaction-based view of agglomeration tell us about how to
measure the possibility of urbanization economies? First, since the number of opportunities
for interaction increases more than proportionately with population, an agglomeration index
should increase with concentration. More specifically, an agglomeration index should conform
to (an inverted form of) the Pigou-Dalton transfer principle 4: the number of opportunities
created by moving one person to a larger LLMA (increasing concentration) is greater than the
number of opportunities destroyed by his/her leaving the smaller LLMA. Second, a measure
of concentration only is not a proper agglomeration index, because concentration is a
property of the distribution of population between LLMAs, and it is insensitive to their sizes:
there are more interaction opportunities per capita in a region consisting of two LLMAs with
populations of 150,000 and 50,000 than in a region consisting of two LLMAs with
populations of 15,000 and 5,000; or, to take an absurd example, a desert with a single
inhabitant is 100% concentrated, but offers no opportunities for interaction. Third, an
agglomeration index should be consistent in aggregation: the same rule that is applied to
aggregate individual LLMA agglomeration indexes into a regional index should also be valid to
aggregate regional indexes into an agglomeration index of a group of regions.
There are other desirable properties, which will be discussed later. Since there are
interaction opportunities even in the smallest of villages, an agglomeration index should be
defined without reference to a population threshold below which an area is excluded from
calculations. On the other hand, data is sometimes truncated, or aggregated into size-classes,

2. Among which (in alphabetical order): Canada (Munro et al., 2011); France (DATAR-DARES-INSEE, 2011); Italy (ISTAT,
1997, 2005, 2006; Sforzi, 2012); New Zealand (Statistics New Zealand, 2009; Goodyear, 2008; Papps and Newell,
2002); Portugal (Alfonso and Venâncio, 2013); Spain (Rubiera and Viñuela, 2012; Boix and Galleto, 2006); United
Kingdom (Bond and Coombes, 2007; ONS, 2007); USA (Tolbert and Sizer, 1996; USDA ERS, 2012).
3. However, our index does not take into account negative congestion externalities. Refering to Capello and Camagni
(2000), it could be said that our index is one component of a “city effect indicator” of positive externalities, while leaving
aside congesgion externalities which could be accounted for in an “urban overload indicator”.
4. Dalton (1920, p. 351); Pigou (1912, p. 24). Also Cowell (2009).
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so it would be advantageous to be able to adapt an agglomeration index to such
circumstances. More generally, an index with modest data requirements is more susceptible of
application. Another attractive property is the possibility of computing an agglomeration index for
a region that includes only part of some LLMAs (more about the boundary problem below).
Let us now examine measures of urbanization found in the literature to see whether
they have the fundamental properties enunciated above, namely: (1) to increase with the
concentration of population and conform to the transfer principle; (2) to increase with the
absolute size of constituent LLMAs; and (3) to be consistent in aggregation. The degree of
urbanization (percentage of population living in an urban area) fails as a measure of
agglomeration with respect to all three criteria, in addition to raising the difficulty of drawing a
line between urban and non-urban.
Much of the literature on urbanization and development, however, focuses on the
relationship between urban concentration and economic development or productivity. Yet, by
definition, measures of concentration do not satisfy our second criterion. As a matter of fact,
according to Cowell (2009), a measure of concentration (which Cowell applies to measure
income inequality) should satisfy the “income scale independence principle”, which,
transposed to the measurement of agglomeration, is the exact opposite of our second
criterion of an interaction-based measure of agglomeration. It will nonetheless be useful to
briefly review urban concentration measures. Wheaton and Shishido (1981) and Henderson
(1988) use the Hirshman-Herfindahl index, to which we shall return later. In the present
context, it is defined as the sum of squared population shares of LLMAs 5. Henderson (2003a,
2003b) uses urban primacy, the share of urban population that lives in the largest city. It does
not satisfy the transfer principle, but Henderson argues that it is conveniently available for
many years and many countries, and that it is closely correlated with Hirshman-Herfindahl
indices. Rosen and Resnick (1980) 6 measure urban concentration using the econometrically
estimated exponent of the Pareto distribution for the city-size distributions of 44 countries.
They find that it is quite sensitive to the definition of the city and the choice of city sample size
(number of cities or city-population threshold). Brülhart and Sbergami, (2009) apply Theil
entropy indexes developed in Brülhart and Traeger (2005). But, as mentioned earlier, these
are all concentration measures which fail to satisfy our second criterion.
Uchida and Nelson (2010) look for a remedy to inconsistencies in published UN data
on the degree of urbanization which are due to divergences between reporting countries in the
way they delineate urban areas and in the population thresholds applied to define what is urban
and what is not. They propose an “agglomeration index” which focuses on the key indicators of
the sources of agglomeration economies: population density, the size of the population in a
“large” urban centre, and travel time to that urban centre. Combining data from several sources
(including GIS data on transport networks), and applying interpolation techniques, they map all
three factors on the surface of the earth in one-kilometer pixels. For each of the three factors, a
threshold is defined, and the estimated population in pixel areas that meet all three criteria is
classified as “urban”. This yields an estimate of the degree of urbanization. The Uchida-Nelson
agglomeration index approach is promising, but it remains tied to the urban/non-urban
dichotomy and as such, it fails all three of the criteria mentioned above.

5. Although frequently applied as a index of urban concentration within a country, it was originally proposed as a
measure of market concentration, or market power.
6. Mentioned by both Henderson (2003b) and Wheaton and Shishido (1981).
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Reflecting on the weaknesses of the percentage of population living in “urban areas”
as a measure of urbanization, demographer Eduardo Arriaga (1970, 1975) proposed an index
which “takes into account the statistical concept of the expected value of the size of the
locality where a person, randomly chosen, resides” (p. 208). In the following section, we
develop an index based on interaction opportunities, which turns out to be Arriaga’s index
applied to LLMAs. This index, as we shall see, satisfies all three basic conditions listed above.
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3

Arriaga’s index applied to LLMAs

3.1

Arriaga’s index as a measure of interaction opportunities

We derive Arriaga’s agglomeration index from our view of urbanization economies as the result
of interaction between economic agents. In so doing, we make two simplifying assumptions.
First, we limit our attention to pairwise interactions, so that the number of interaction
opportunities among n persons is n (n–1)/2, which we approximate as n2/2. Second, invoking
the space-analytic foundations of LLMA delineation, we take into account interaction
opportunities within LLMAs, while ignoring interactions that may take place across LLMAs.
Formally, let ni be the population size of the ith LLMA in the geographical area under
consideration. Then the total amount of interaction opportunities is approximated as

1

∑ ni2 .

2 i

We relate productivity (output per unit of input) to the number of interaction opportunities of the
average individual, which leads to the following measure of agglomeration:

∑ ni2

Measure of agglomeration

= i
2 ∑ ni

[1]

i

Expression [1] is precisely one half of Arriaga’s mean city-population size. Now let

fi =

ni

[2]

∑n j
j

be the fraction of population in the ith LLMA. Dropping the division by 2, we have an index of
agglomeration defined as



n
i
= ∑ i
I=

∑ ni i  ∑ n j
i
 j

∑ ni2



n =
f n
 i ∑ i i
i



[3]

This is Arriaga’s (1970) index. His interpretation of the index stands out from formula
[3] 7: since fi is the probability that a randomly chosen individual reside in the ith LLMA, then I is
the mathematical expectation of the size of the LLMA in which a randomly chosen individual
lives 8. In other words, the average individual lives in an LLMA of size I.

7. Arriaga investigates the implications of using a truncated index which ignores the bottom end of the size distribution of
agglomerations, and concludes that a truncated index is a good approximation, under mildly restrictive hypotheses. But in
our case, there is no truncation, because the LLMAs cover the whole territory. Lemelin et al. (2012, Appendix I) present a
version of the index that is based on information aggregated by size classes and therefore deals with truncation.
8. We assume that each individual has an equal probability of being chosen, in which case relative frequencies are
correctly interpreted as probabilities.
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Let us pursue the development, substituting from [2], we find:



I = ∑ f i ni =  ∑ n j  ∑ f i


i
 j
 i



 ni

 ∑n j
 j


 
 =  n  f 2
  ∑ j ∑ i
 i
  j


[4]

where:

H =

∑ f i2

[5]

i

is the Hirschman-Herfindahl (HH) concentration index. So:



I =  ∑n j H


 j


[6]

Our index is the HH concentration index, multiplied by the total population in the
geographical area under consideration. This illustrates how it accounts for both concentration
and size, which we consider as two aspects of the potential for economies of agglomeration
of the urbanization type.
The reader may be surprised that the index takes the same value I = n for a territory
with a single LLMA of size n as it does for a territory with K LLMAs, all of size n. This is true,
and it is as it should be. It can be seen from equation [6] that in the first case, I = n × 1 ; in
the second, using the numbers equivalent property 9 of H,

I = ( K × n ) (1 K ) = n , as

greater size makes up for less concentration. In both cases, the average individual lives in an
LLMA of size n (following Arriaga’s interpretation). Insofar as I measures the average
individual’s interaction opportunities, the potential increase in productivity associated with
agglomeration economies is equal in both cases.
Finally, Arriaga’s index has an interesting geometric interpretation: in a graph of the
stepwise cumulative distribution of population according to LLMA sizes, it is the area above
the curve. We illustrate this using fictitious data as an example. Table 1 gives the population
of each of 5 LLMAs in some geographic area under investigation.

Table 1. Fictitious data
(1)
Population
LLMA 1
LLMA 2
LLMA 3
LLMA 4
LLMA 5
Total

35 000
55 000
70 000
100 000
200 000
460 000

(2)
Population
share (%)
7.6
12
15.2
21.7
43.5

(3)
Cumulated
population
35 000
90 000
160 000
260 000
460 000

(4)
Cumulative
distribution (%)
7.6
19.6
34.8
56.5
100.0

9. Adelman (1969) has shown the “numbers-equivalent” property of the Hirchman-Herfindahl index (H): its inverse (1/H)
can be interpreted as the number of equal-sized LLMAs which would exhibit a concentration level equal to H.
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As mentioned before, a common measure of the degree of urbanization is the
proportion of population living in urban areas above a certain size. For instance, given the
data in Table 1, the degree of urbanization could be measured as the proportion of population
living in LLMAs with a population of at least 50 000. In our example this would be 92.4%
(425 000 / 460 000). Referring to the distribution of population (Table 1, column 2), this way
of measuring urbanization amounts to lumping together all categories but the first. The
conventional measure of urbanization is therefore based on a highly simplified representation
of the more detailed distribution of population, represented in Figure 1. It is completely
insensitive to the distribution of population among the LLMAs with more than 50 000
inhabitants.

Figure 1 – Cumulative distribution of population according to LLMA sizes
100%

Degree
of urbanization

Cumulated share of population

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
0

50 000

100 000

150 000

200 000

Population of LLMA

Let K be the number of LLMAs in the geographical area under consideration (here 5).
Then the area above the curve is equal to:
K

I = ∑ (1 − Fi −1 )(ni − ni −1 )

[7]

i =1

where LLMAs are assumed to be ordered from smallest to largest, and

Fi =

i

∑fj

is the

j =1

cumulative distribution. In our example, this is equal to 0.0242. It is shown in the appendix
that [7] is equivalent to [3].
Before moving on to examining the properties of the index, it should be pointed out
that Arriaga’s original presentation dealt not with LLMAs, but with traditional city-population
data. Arriaga examined the sensitivity of his index to the choice of an urban threshold, a cutoff point in the distribution below which localities are clasisfied as rural and excluded from the
computation of the index; he found that it was pretty robust.
3.2

Properties of the index

To start with, the domain of the Arriaga index is well defined. It is non-negative, and its lower
bound is zero. This extreme case would be approximated if all of the population lived in rural
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areas, in very small autarkic villages (of, say, 100 inhabitants); the cumulative distribution
curve would then be close to an upside-down «L», with the horizontal line at the 100% level,
and the vertical line at the 100 population level. The upper bound of the index is equal to the
population of the largest LLMA in the geographical area under consideration, and would
occur if all population were concentrated in that largest LLMA. The curve would then be a
mirror-image of an «L», with the vertical bar to the right.
3.2.1 AXIOMATIC PROPERTIES

We now verify whether the Arriaga index possesses the fundamental properties of an
agglomeration index. Considering equation [6], the value of the index clearly increases with
concentration as measured by the HH index 10. Moreover, it is demonstrated in the appendix
that it conforms to the transfer principle. Second, once again turning to equation [6], the index
clearly increases with the average size of LLMAs.
Let us examine whether the Arriaga index is consistent in aggregation. First, notice
that, for a geographical area containing a single LLMA of population n, formula [3] shows
that the value of the index is simply n2/n=n. The same formula shows that for K LLMAs, the
value of the index is a weighted average of individual LLMA indices ni, where the weights fi
are the population shares of LLMAs. Now consider a geographical area of interest
partitioned into two regions, defined by a pair of complementary sets A and A : the ith
LLMA belongs to one region if


 ∑n
i

F A =  i∈ A

 ∑ ni
 i

i ∈ A , and to the other if i ∉ A . Now let





 ∑n 
i
 i∉A 

 = 1 − FA
 and FA = 



 ∑ ni 


 i


[8]

where FA is the fraction of population that lives in an LLMA belonging to the set A of
LLMAs that constitute one region, while F is the fraction of population that lives in the
A
other region. Also let

fi A =

ni

=

∑nj

j∈ A

∑nj

ni

j

=

∑nj ∑nj

fi
FA

and likewise,

f

iA

=

fi
F

[9]

A

j∈ A

j

According to formula [3], we have

IA =

∑ f i A ni

i∈ A

and

I

A

=

∑ f i A ni

[10]

i∉ A

Recalling that ni is the agglomeration index of the ith LLMA, formula [3] applied to the
two regions translates as

10. It does not, however, increase monotonically with the Pareto parameter interpreted as a measure of concentration.
The reason for this is exposed in the appendix.
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I = FA I A + (1 − FA )I
A
Substitute from [9] and [10], and use

 f
 f 

I = FA ∑  i  ni + F ∑  i
A
i∈ A FA 
i∉ A F
A

[11]

F = 1 − FA to find
A



 ni = ∑ f i ni

i


[12]

So indeed, the same rule that is applied to aggregate individual LLMA agglomeration
indexes into a regional index is also valid to aggregate regional indexes into an agglomeration
index of a group of regions.
3.2.2 BOUNDARY PROBLEM AND OTHER APPLICABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

So far, the Arriaga index has been developed under the assumption that every LLMA is
entirely contained in the geographical area for which the index is to be computed. But this
cannot be garanteed, since LLMAs are delineated without regard for administrative
boundaries 11. Let fir be the fraction of the population in region r residing in the ith LLMA.
Then, bearing in mind Arriaga’s (1970) interpretation, the average size of the LLMA where a
randomly chosen individual lives is given by a formula slightly different from [3]:

I r = ∑ f ir ni
i

[13]

where fir replaces fi . Equation [13] is the way to compute our index for regions when LLMAs
extend across regional boundaries. Now, however, the tight relationship with the HH
concentration index breaks down.
To sum up, the Arriaga index applied to LLMAs satisfies the three fundamental
properties of an agglomeration index. It is less difficult to compute than the Uchida and
Nelson (2010) agglomeration index, while implicitly taking into account their three criteria –
population density, the size of a “large” urban centre, and travel time – through the spatialanalytic underpinnings of LLMA delineation, and without the requirement of defining an
arbitrary urban threshold. On the other hand, if a delineation of LLMAs is not available, the
Arriaga index is applicable to traditional city-population data, although it is preferable that
“cities” be defined as functional areas as are metropolitan areas (in general, every
metropolitan area is an LLMA). Finally, we have shown elsewhere 12 that it would also be
possible to compute the index, and obtain similar results, when the underlying population
data is available only in LLMA size-categories, rather than for individual LLMAs.

11. Such is the case in Spain, for example, where several LLMAs include spatial units that are located in more than one
province.
12. Lemelin et al. (2012, Appendix 1).
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4

Empirical application

In this section, we apply this index to the Spanish provinces (NUTS III regions), using LLMAs
as basic units for the construction of the index. Spain is a very good example because data
availability forces much of the empirical research to be conducted at the NUTS II or NUTS III
levels, even though a different geography may be preferable. Most of the economic
information provided by the Spanish National Statistical Institute (INE) (GDP, stock of capital,
wages or employment data...) is available only for the whole country or at the NUTS III level.
There is little data available at a finer level of geographical detail, such as municipalities. To
find geographically disaggregated economic information, one has to look up some very
specific databases or use the data provided by taxes or unemployment registers. This
scarceness of finer information also prevails in many other countries. Fortunately, detailed
population data is often available. And from detailed population data, it is possible to
construct the Arriaga index and put the degree of agglomeration in relation with other key
economic concepts such as regional productivity or growth.
4.1

The Spanish provinces

Administratively, Spain is divided into 8 105 municipalities that are aggregated into 52
provinces (NUTS III level) and 17 Autonomous Communities or NUTS II regions. The number
of municipalities within each province ranges from 34 (Las Palmas) to 371 (Burgos).
Furthermore, there are Autonomous Communities with several provinces (for example,
Andalusia with eight), and others with only one, like Asturias. For comparison with other
European Union member-states, the seventeen Autonomous Communities can be
aggregated into seven administrative regions or NUTS I regions, which have no real internal
political or administrative meaning.
It is important to point out that municipalities are not the basic territorial units from
which we construct our index. In Spain, a municipality is an administrative division of the
territory which has not necessarily been defined with economic significance in mind. Indeed,
in many cases, there is a high level of commuting between neighboring municipalities. And so
municipalities have been aggregated into LLMAs which may transcend municipal boundaries,
and eventually make up a metropolitan area, which might include several population nuclei
surrounding a core one. To delineate LLMAs in Spain, Boix and Galleto (2006) have applied
the regionalization method developed for Italy by Sforzi (ISTAT, 1997, 2005, 2006; Sforzi,
2012). The Spanish LLMAs have been delineated through a multi-stage process. Applying an
algorithm that consists of four main stages and a fifth stage of fine-tuning, Boix and Galleto
aggregate the 8 106 Spanish municipalities into 806 LLMAs. The algorithm starts with the
municipal administrative unit and it generates the LLMAs using data on resident employed
population, total employed population and home-to-work commuting, from the 2001 Spanish
Population and Housing Census (INE) 13, 14.
The LLMA data is used to compute the Arriaga index of urban agglomeration for
each province. Since there are LLMAs which straddle provincial boundaries, the actual
formula used in the calculations is equation [13], developed above to deal with the boundary

13. This is the most recent data as the 2011 Spanish Population and Housing Census (INE) is not yet available.
14. More details and applications of LLMAs are found in Fernandez and Rubiera (2012). Rubiera and Viñuela (2012)
perform an economic evaluation of this spatial unit.
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problem 15. Finally, for ease of presentation, all index values were divided by the population of
the Madrid LLMA, the largest in the country, so that their range of variation is from 0 to 1.
4.2

Comparison of the indexes

Figure 2 represents the cumulative distribution of population according to LLMA size for the
province of Asturias, 2001 (similar to Figure 1). The area above the curve is equal to the
Arriaga index, the value of which is 233 637, or 4.4% of the population of the Madrid LLMA.

Figure 2 – Cumulative distribution of population according to LLMA size,
Asturias (2001)
100%

Cumulated share of population

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
0
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100 000
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400 000

Population of LLMA
Source: Own based on INE (2001) data.

All the Spanish provinces are plotted in Figure 3, ranked by the value of the index.
Madrid is followed by Barcelona and, at a much greater distance by Vizcaya, Valencia and
Seville, which contain cities among the biggest in the country. At the opposite end are located
the provinces with the lowest population densities of the country (Huesca, Cuenca, Soria and
Teruel).

15. In Appendix II of Lemelin et al. (2012), this is compared with an index for which each LLMA has been attributed in its
entirety to the province where its centroid is located, which is tantamount to redrawing provincial boundaries.
Interestingly, at least in the Spanish case, the two versions of the index are tightly correlated across the 52 provinces.
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Figure 3 – Arriaga index for Spanish provinces, 2001
(% of Madrid LLMA population)
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Source: Own based on INE (2001) data.

Figure 4 plots the HH index of urban concentration and Figure 5 the classical degree
of urbanization (the percentage of population living in cities of more than 50 000 inhabitants).
Of course, the HH index and the classical degree of urbanization do not measure the same
thing as our index (see section 2 above). The purpose of Figures 4 and 5 is to show how
ranking provinces according to the HH index or the classical degree of urbanization leads to
obvious aberrations if one wants to compare provinces with respect to their potential for
interaction-based urbanization economies. Both figures display several aberrations. Ceuta
and Melilla, two autonomous cities located in North Africa, with a joint population of less than
140 000 inhabitants in 2001, stand at the top of the hierarchy, with a 100% degree of
urbanization and a HH index of 1. The province of Teruel has no LLMA of 50 000 inhabitants
or more, so its degree of urbanization is zero, and the tail-end of the curve in Figure 5 drops
abruptly. In spite of this, and although it is the fourth least populated province of Spain with
the second lowest density, Teruel ranks significantly better, 39th, with respect to the HH index;
the Arriaga index puts it in 49th position. There are other cases of misrepresentation with the
HH index: for example, Alicante is in 50th position with respect to that index, but it occupies
the 5th rank in Spain for population, and the 7th in terms of density; the Arriaga index, which
takes into account both concentration and scale, ranks Alicante 24th. Barcelona, the province
with the country’s second largest city, is surprisingly ranked 15th according to the HH index.
Aberrations also appear with the classical index: Sevilla, for instance, is the 4th largest
province in terms of its population (1.7 million), 70% of which live in the Sevilla metropolitan
area, the 4th largest city in Spain; yet it falls to the 18th place according to its degree of
urbanization, and to 10th place according to the HH index, behind Álava with a mere 300
thousand in population and a much lower density. We quote two final examples of violent
changes in ranking between the three indexes. Málaga, the 6th largest city in Spain, occupies
the 18th place according to the classical index, but the 8th with Arriaga’s (9th with the HH
index); Guadalajara, among the least populated provinces, with one of the lowest densities in
the country, ranks 7th with the HH index and 13th with the classical index, while it is 27th with
Arriaga’s. We conclude that the Arriaga index displays a more suitable classification of the
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Spanish provinces, which better reflects potential agglomeration economies from

urbanization, something the other two indexes are unable to capture 16.

Figure 4 – HH concentration index for Spanish provinces, 2001 (%)
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Figure 5 – Degree of urbanization of Spanish provinces, 2001
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16. In addition, we related the three measures of agglomeration to GDP per capita, and found a higher correlation with the
Arriaga index. But the correlations were not spectacular, reflecting the fact that other determinants also play a major role.
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4.3

Index performance evaluation

To illustrate how our index is able to better capture economic patterns, we correlate it with
the location quotients of some of the activities known to be highly sensitive to agglomeration
economies of the urbanization type: high order producer services, also called knowledge
intensive business services (henceforth KIBS). There are numerous empirical studies that use
location quotients (alongside other measures) to confirm the tendency of these industries to
concentrate in relation to agglomeration economies of the urbanization type 17. Hence, we
expect a good index of urban agglomeration to be highly correlated with the location
quotients of these services, and among competing indexes, we would prefer the one with the
highest correlation.
The location quotient (LQ) that we use is the simplest one, defined as follows:

LQ jp =

(e jp e p )
(E j E )

[14]

where LQjp is the location quotient of sector j in province p; ejp is employment in sector j in
n
province p; e =
is total employment in province p; E =
e jp is the total
e
j
p
jp
j
i =1

∑

∑

employment in sector j in Spain (n is the number of spatial units: 52 provinces). Finally,
E = E j is the total employment in Spain.
j

∑

Table 2 shows the correlations between each index (the degree of urbanization, the
HH concentration index and the Arriaga index), and the location quotients of eight high order
producer-service industries. In all cases, the Arriaga index is more closely correlated than the
others with the location quotients. The second part of Table 2 shows the same correlations,
but without the two outlier observations Ceuta and Melilla (see above). Interestingly, the
Arriaga index barely changes, while the two others improve substantially (but not to the point
of becoming better than the Arriaga index); this may indicate that perhaps the Arriaga index
deals more effectively with outliers.

17. The reasons for the concentration of such services in large metropolitan areas are strongly connected with the
presence of different types of effects directly derived from the existence of agglomeration economies. The diversity and
rapidly changing nature of talents and know-how mean that only the largest cities will provide the necessary specialized
labor pool. Such industries are, in other words, dependent on a constant stream of face-to-face meetings with a wide
(and changing) range of individuals that only can occur in cities, but better in large cities. See Daniels (1985), Illeris
(1996), Shearmur and Doloreux (2008), Polèse et al. (2007) or Wernerheim and Sharpe (2003), among many others.
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Table 2. Correlations between the location quotients of KIBS industries and
the proposed index, the degree of urbanization and the HH index (2001)
All NUTS III regions
Telecommunications
Financial services
Computing and information technologies
Research & development
Legal services and consulting
Technical consulting
Advertising
Audiovisual and press
Excluding outliers Ceuta and Melilla
Telecommunications
Financial services
Computing and information technologies
Research & development
Legal services and consulting
Technical consulting
Advertising
Audiovisual and press

Arriaga index

Degree of
urbanization

HH urban
concentration
index

0.83
0.76
0.85
0.79
0.68
0.61
0.89
0.84

0.43
0.29
0.49
0.65
0.55
0.36
0.50
0.55

0.47
0.29
0.50
0.54
0.34
0.36
0.36
0.48

Arriaga index

Degree of
urbanization

HH urban
concentration
index

0.84
0.80
0.86
0.79
0.69
0.62
0.91
0.84

0.55
0.49
0.59
0.71
0.62
0.52
0.64
0.59

0.72
0.67
0.74
0.67
0.46
0.68
0.62
0.58

Source: Own.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between each of the three indexes and the
location quotients of four of the KIBS industries. To make the graphs more legible, our
proposed index is plotted against a logarithmic scale, which transforms the linear trend line
into a curve.
For all these activities, the proposed index captures much better the effect of the
main metropolitan areas of the country: Madrid, represented by the top right-hand point in the
trend lines, and Barcelona, the first point to the left of Madrid. For the rest of the provinces,
this index clearly displays a better fit between the location quotients of KIBS industries and
the measure of urban agglomeration. As can be seen, the relation with both the degree of
urbanization and the HH index, in many cases, shows apparent heteroskedasticity. The
largest deviations from trend appear for the higher values of the index, that is, for the
provinces where the biggest cities are. In addition, both the degree of urbanization and the
HH index are equal to 1 for Ceuta and Melilla, two autonomous cities, located in North Africa,
with a joint population of less than 140 000 inhabitants in 2001. In general, the degree of
urbanization and the HH index account for concentration, but not for size. As a consequence,
they take on high values for provinces with a population that is substantial, but not so large,
concentrated around a medium-sized city. In such cases, these two indicators clearly
overstate the interaction opportunities and the potential for urbanization economies. The
Arriaga index, which takes account of both size and concentration, does not suffer from the
same distorsion.
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Figure 6 – Relation between the location quotients of selected KIBS industries and
the proposed index, the degree of urbanization and the HH index (2001)
Figure 6.1a – Relation between the proposed index and financial
services LQs

Figure 6.2a – Relation between the degree of urbanization and
financial services LQs
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Figure 6.1b – Relation between the proposed index and computing
and information technologies LQs
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Figure 6.3b – Relation between the HH concentration index and
computing and information technologies LQs
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Figure 6.3a – Relation between the HH concentration index and
financial services LQs
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Figure 6 (continued)– Relation between the location quotients of selected KIBS industries and
the proposed index, the degree of urbanization and the HH index (2001)
Figure 6.1c – Relation between the proposed index and advertising
services LQs
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Figure 6.2c – Relation between the degree fo urbanization and
advertising services LQs
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Figure 6.3c – Relation between the HH concentrationn index and
advertising services LQs
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Figure 6.1d – Relation between the proposed index and audiovisual
and entertainment services LQs

Figure 6.2d – Relation between the degree of urbanization and
audiovisual and entertainment services LQs

Figure 6.3d – Relation between the HH concentration index and
audiovisual and entertainment services LQs
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Note: The curves in 6.1 a, b, c and d are not quadratic. They are straight lines displayed on a semi-logarithmic scale. The logarithmic abscissa is used to make the graphs legible: with a linear abscissa, the majority of data points would be crammed
together near the origin.
Source: Own based on INE (2001) data.
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5

Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we put forth the view that the potential for urbanization economies increases
with interaction opportunities. From that premise follow three fundamental properties that an
agglomeration index should possess: (i) to increase with the concentration of population and
conform to the transfer principle; (ii) to increase with the absolute size of constituent LLMAs;
and (iii) to be consistent in aggregation. Concentration measures, in particular, fail to meet
condition (ii).
We then develop an index of agglomeration based on the number of interaction
opportunities per capita in a geographical area of interest. This is made possible thanks to
two simplifying assumptions: (i) we limit our attention to pairwise interactions, and (ii) invoking
the space-analytic foundations of LLMA delineation, we take into account interaction
opportunities within LLMAs, while ignoring interactions that may take place across LLMAs.
This leads to Arriaga’s mean city-population size, which is the mathematical expectation of
the size of the LLMA in which a randomly chosen individual lives.
We apply the Arriaga index to the Spanish provinces, and compare it to the degree
of urbanization and the Hirshman-Herfindahl concentration index. We find that the three
indexes rank the provinces quite differently. An examination of the more extreme cases of
rank change shows that ranking according to the Arriaga index better reflects the
geographical distribution of population, both with respect to size and concentration, and
allows to correctly capture the potential for agglomeration economies from urbanization. Next,
we correlate all three indexes with the location quotients of four knowledge intensive business
services (KIBS) known to be highly sensitive to agglomeration economies of the urbanization
type. We find that the Arriaga index clearly displays a better fit between the location quotients
of KIBS industries and the measure of urban agglomeration, as is confirmed by the much
higher correlation coefficients.
The index has other advantages. It does not require to define an arbitrary population
threshold which excludes areas classified as non-urban from calculations. It is easily extended
to accommodate situations where an LLMA lies partly outside the geographical area for which
agglomeration is measured. Finally, its already modest data requirements can be weakened if
necessary to compute a satisfactory approximation of the index using data that is truncated
or aggregated into size-classes. All these properties, together with the fact that the practice of
delineating LLMAs is spreading among statistical agencies, make the index easily
reproducible for different areas or countries and so, it will become increasingly convenient to
use it.
Arriaga’s index, both in its original version and applied to LLMAs, is well rooted in a
theoretical view of agglomeration economies, its data requirements are modest, and we have
shown that, at least in the case of Spain, it performs better than other commonly used
agglomeration indicators. We look forward to seeing its use expand.
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Appendix A: Geometric interpretation of the agglomeration index

Define n0 = 0 and let K be the number of LLMAs in geographical area under consideration.
Then

fi =

ni
K

∑n j
j =1

=

ni

[A1]

K

∑ nj

j =0

is the fraction of population residing in the ith LLMA (with f0 = 0), and F =
i

i

i

∑fj = ∑

f

j
j =1
j =0
is the cumulative distribution (with F0 = 0) 18. LLMAs are assumed to be ordered from smallest

to largest. The area above the curve is computed as:
K

I = ∑ (1 − Fi −1 )(ni − ni −1 )

[A2]

i =1

In our example, this is equal to 0.0242. Note that the first term of formula [A2] is the
area above the curve to the left of the first LLMA in Figure 1. This reflects the fact that LLMAs
cover the whole territory, so that the threshold between urban and non-urban is irrelevant.
The first term in [A2] is equal to the size of the smallest LLMA:

(1 − F0 )(n1 − n0 ) = (1 − 0) (n1 − 0 ) = n1

[A3]

Equation [A2] can be written as:

K 
i −1

I = ∑  1 − ∑ f j  (ni − ni −1 )


i =1
j =0


[A4]

K  K

I = ∑  ∑ f j  (ni − ni −1 )


i =1 j = i 

[A5]

K  K
K  K


I = ∑  ∑ f j  n i − ∑  ∑ f j  n i −1




i =1 j = i 
i =1 j = i 

[A6]

Remebering that n0 = 0,

K  K
K  K


I = ∑  ∑ f j  n i − ∑  ∑ f j  n i −1




i =1 j = i 
i = 2 j = i 

18

[A7]

Note that the fip are independent of the scaling, since both the numerator and denominator are divided by
the denominator in equation [1].
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K  K
K −1  K


I = ∑  ∑ f j  ni − ∑  ∑ f j  ni




i =1 j = i 
i =1  j = i + 1


I = f K nK +

I = f K nK +

I = f K nK +

K −1  K

K −1  K




−
f
n
∑  ∑ j  i ∑  ∑ f j  ni
i =1  j = i 
i =1  j = i + 1 

K −1  K
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[A9]


f j  ni

j = i +1

K

∑  ∑ f j − ∑

i =1  j = i
K −1

K

i =1

i =1

∑ f i ni = ∑ f i ni

which is exactly equation [3].
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[A8]

[A10]

[A11]

Appendix B: Transfer principle

A key property of the index is that it correctly reflects the change in the potential for
interactions and urbanization economies of any reallocation of population. This property is
close to the Pigou-Dalton transfer principle for measures of inequality, which states that any
change in the distribution that unambiguously reduces inequality must be reflected in a
decrease in its measure.
Let ∆ni represent the change in the relative population size of the ith LLMA. A
K
reallocation of population is restricted by the condition that
∆ni = 0 . Any reallocation can
i =1

∑

be represented as a series of reallocations between two LLMAs, and any reallocation
between two LLMAs can be represented as a series of reallocations between an LLMA and
the following or preceding one when LLMAs are ordered according to size. Therefore, we
need only to consider a reallocation of population from the (s–1)th LLMA to the sth (from a
LLMA to the next higher ranking one in terms of size):
∆ns = –∆ns–1 > 0, and ∆ni = 0 for i ≠ s, s–1

[B1]

According to our theoretical a priori, such a reallocation raises the potential for
interactions. What effect does it have on the index?
Following equation [2], define 19:

∆f i =

∆ni
K

=

∑n j
j =1

∆ni

[B2]

K

∑ nj

j =0

where, in view of [B1],
K

K

j =1

j =1

∑ n j − ∆n s −1 + ∆n s = ∑ n j

[B3]

∆f s = − ∆f s −1 > 0

[B4]

and

The value of the index after the reallocation is:

I′ =

∑ f n + ( f s −1 − ∆f s )(n s −1 − ∆n s ) + ( f s + ∆f s )(n s + ∆n s )

i i
i ≠ s −1, s

19

[B5]

The argument that follows can be generalized, albeit laboriously, to the version of the index that deals with
the boundary problem. See Appendix III of Lemelin et al. (2012).
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I′ =

∑f n

i i
i ≠ s −1, s

+ f s −1n s −1 + f s n s + ( f s − f s −1 )∆n s + ∆f s (n s − n s −1 ) + 2 ∆f s ∆n s
[B6]

K

I ′ = ∑ f i ni + ( f s − f s −1 )∆n s + ∆f s (n s − n s −1 ) + 2 ∆f s ∆n s

[B7]

I ′ = I + ( f s − f s −1 )∆n s + ∆f s (n s − n s −1 ) + 2 ∆f s ∆n s

[B8]

i =1

Given that the LLMAs are ordered from the smallest to the largest, ns > ns–1, and fs
> fs–1 , so that I' > I.
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Appendix C: Relationship with the Pareto distribution

The empirically estimated exponent of the Pareto city-size distribution (a generalization of
Zipf’s rank-size rule) has been used as a measure of the concentration of an urban system
(Rosen and Resnick, 1980). Following the notation established above, the (discrete) Pareto
distribution can be written as:

K + 1 − i = Ani − a

[C1]

where K is the number of cities (ranked from the smallest to the largest), ni is the size of city i

20

,

and A and a are parameters. Parameter A can be calibrated from the size of the largest city:

K + 1 − K = 1 = An K − a

[C2]

A = nK a

[C3]

Inverting [C1], we obtain:

ni a =

A

[C4]

K +1− i
1a


A 

ni = 
 K +1− i 

[C5]

Total urban population is:

1a


A 

N = ∑ ni = ∑ 
i =1
i =1 K + 1 − i 
K

K

[C6]

And so it is quite straightforward to construct a cumulative distribution similar to the
one in Figure 1 reflecting a theoretical Pareto distribution. It is then possible to apply our
proposed index to a theoretical Pareto distribution using formula [3].
There results

2 a



A

∑ 


I = i =1 K + 1 − i
1a
K 

A

∑ 
i =1 K + 1 − i 
K

[C7]

20. It makes little difference whether city sizes are absolute or relative to some benchmark, such as Madrid above.
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where we exploit the identity in equation [3] 21. If we assume that the number of cities K and
the size of the largest city nK are fixed, then, using [C3], [C7] can be written as 22:

2 a

 n a 
∑  K 
i =1 K + 1 − i 
I= 
1a
K  n a 
K


∑

i =1 K + 1 − i 
K

2 

[C8]

2 a



∑ nK 
 K +1− i 
i
=
1
I=
1a
K


1


∑ nK 

 K +1− i 
i =1
K

1



1

∑ 

i =1 K + 1 − i 
K

[C9]

2a

I = nK
1a
K 

1

∑ 
i =1 K + 1 − i 

[C10]

The derivative of the index relative to the Pareto parameter is

K

1
= n K  
a
∂a
∂I

2 2∑

K

∑  j

j =1 i =1

−1 a

i

−2 a

K

K

ln i  − ∑ ∑  j


j =1 i =1

 K −1 a
 ∑i

 i =1






−2 a

i

−1 a

ln i 


2

[C11] 23
The sign of that derivative is the sign of its numerator, but we could not determine
that sign analytically. Using numerical simulations 24, we obtain that the derivative is negative
for low values of a, and positive for high values. The sign reversal of the derivative is explained
by the fact that, for a given number of cities, the size of the smallest city under the rank-size
rule,

n1 = n K K

−1 a

, increases with a, leaving a larger gap to the left of the first point on the

cumulative distribution (see Figure 1). Referring to index computation formula [7], it is easily
verified that its first term is equal to n1. Indeed, our numerical simulations confirm that, if that
first term is omitted, our index is a monotonically decreasing function of parameter a. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.

21. Here, we ignore the boundary problem, which the Pareto distribution approach does not handle anyway.
22. Note that the denominator of [40] is a CES aggregator function.
23. The interested reader can find the proof in Lemelin et al. (2012, Appendix IV).
24. Spreadsheet calculations were performed for values of K from 1 to 100, and a from 0.01 to 2 in increments of 0.01.
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Figure C1 – Relationship of the proposed index to the Pareto elasticity parameter
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